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Another 
'first' 
launch 
Editor's Dole: Jim Gullford, senior 1BA1 made a quick trip to Cape 
Kennedy toil weekend to watch and report the Apollo 14 launch. Hut 
travel expenses were paid through a Reader's Digest Foundation Grant 
awarded by the School of Journalism. 
By James Guillord 
CAPE KENNEDY, FU. - The Kennedy Space Center to be exact-is a 
place of firsts. 
It was here, on Jan. 31, 1958, that this nation launched its first suc- 
cessful satellite. It was here, on May 5, 1961, that Alan Shepard was 
launched on a 15-minute sub-orbital flight to become the first American in 
space. On July 16,1969, Apollo 11 left here for man's first landing on the 
moon. 
There have been about 2,000 launchings of rockets from Kennedy 
Space Center (KSCI since the first blastoff back on July 24,1951. 
To many, rocket launchings are now "old hat," but Apollo 14 was my 
first. 
When I informed Col. James McDivitt, former NASA astronaut and 
now Apollo Spacecraft Program Manager, of this fact he said "every" 
launch is a first. 
"THE SPACECRAFT doesn't know about all the other launches 
before it," he explained. 
So it was that this was the first launch of Apoi'o 14, not simply the sixth 
night to the moon or the fourth landing attempt. This flight too, was a 
first. 
In this case, however, the "first" of Apollo 14 was tied irrevocably to 
the past.   Its mission is more than simply gathering moon samples. 
Apollo 14 must erase the stigma of Apollo 13 with a complete success. 
Our official NASA press tour guide, pointing out Saturn 5 stages stored 
in the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB), spoke in indefinite terms 
concerning the future of those rockets. 
"IF" WAS THE WORD he used in talking of the future of Apollo. Only 
"if" Congress appropriates the monies, and "if" we all knew Apollo 14 
would succeed; would these rockets then ever put men on the moon. 
Should the (400 million Apollo 14 mission fail, it could easily end the 
remaining Apollo program immediately-by causing a cut-off of funds for 
the remaining three missions. 
Almost everyone, including NASA officials at the press conferences 
here, seemed to feel this could well be the final Apollo flight to the moon. 
There was a lot of interest in Apollo 14 because of that. 
More than 32,000 people, the largest crowd ever to witness a space 
launch, were on hand at KSC for the final countdown and liftoff. The 
number is some 5,000 greater than the group that was at Kennedy for 
Apollo 11. 
PRESS COVERAGE of Apollo 14 was second only to that of Apollo 11. 
More than 2,300 newsmen, including some 225 from foreign countries, 
were covering the launch. 
And outside the space center about 500,000 visitors, according to 
sheriff's department estimates, were in the area to watch the launch 
from as close as 10 miles. 
Sunday, Jan. 31,1971,10 years after the first U.S. manned launch, 13 
years to the day after America's first successful satellite was launched, 
Apollo Saturn 509 stood on Pad 39A at Cape Kennedy. 
The countdown had begun six days earlier as final preparations for the 
blastoff got underway. For five days there was no problem. 
Then at about 7:40 Saturday night, the eve of the launch, came the first 
delay. An inspection of the insulation on the second stage of Saturn 5 was 
called for. 
TO REACH the second stage insulation the 410-foot mobile service 
structure, which provides a scaffold-like platform all around the rocket, 
had to be held in place. For two hours the service structure "rollback" 
(to a parking place 7,000 feet away) was delayed. 
But, at 8:30 pm, the "crawler" was started and carried the structure 
away. Then, about 20 hours before the designated launch time, Saturn 5 
sat, brilliantly    floodlit, on its pad. 
A dozen beams of blue-white light glared over the great white and 
black rocket and its red still frame launch tower, which stood beside it. 
The beams flooded past rocket and off into the night sky, their trails 
made visible by clouds of smoke from swamp fires miles distant. Ridges 
of light streamed off into space like a great auroral display. 
In about four hours the final countdown began. Everything 
proceeding smoothly, no postponement of the launch. 
! • to page 5 
Apollo ready for lunar orbit 
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) 
- Relaxed and good-natured, the 
Apollo 14 astronauts sped through 
space yesterday right on time for 
arrival tomorrow in lunar orbit and 
an exploration Friday on the surface 
of the moon. 
Mission Control said spacemen 
Alan B. Shepard Jr. Stuart A. Roosa 
and Edgar D. Mitchell dozed off and 
on yesterday but they awoke oc- 
casionally to look back in awe at 
their mother planet and said they 
were able to see the brownish gray 
texture of the moon ahead. 
Mitchell looked for long minutes 
at the earth, receding behind him, 
and told Mission Control, "It's a 
most inviting and magnificent view. 
"I'm very glad we have earth as 
a home planet," he said. "I hope we 
can keep it so it is Inviting." 
MITCHELL PICKED out several 
land areas, including India, China 
and Australia, and then turned into a 
weather forecaster. 
"Is there still a semisizable 
tropical storm off the east coast of 
Australia?" Mitchell asked. "I 
seem to be seeing about half of a very 
large circulation of air mass." 
Later, capsule communicator 
Fred liaise, also an astronaut, 
reported there was indeed a weak 
cyclonic storm west of Australia. 
The astronauts started a sleep 
period shortly after 10 a.m. EST 
yesterday and were scheduled to be 
awakened at about 7 p.m. 
Earlier, an astronaut aboard the 
fleeting craft looked toward the 
moon. 
"HOW BIG A MOON are you 
seeing there?" asked Haise. 
"Sort of a hah*," said the Apollo 
14 crewman. "And for size, it ap- 
pears about like an orange held just 
short of arm's length." 
A few minutes later, he added, 
"The moon starts to take on a little 
bit of brown and grayish colors 
about this point as opposed to being 
so very bright as it appears from 
earth. You can start to see a little bit 
of texture." 
A 10-second rocket burn Monday- 
night changed the Apollo 14 flight 
plan slightly and assured an on-time 
rocket into lunar orbit at 2:01 a.m. 
tomorrow. The lunar landing is 
scheduled for 4:16 a.m. Friday. 
MISSION CONTROL said the 
burn Monday was not as precise as 
had been planned and Apollo 14 will 
be slightly outside the predicted 
point of arrival in moon orbit. This 
was not considered a problem, 
however, because later rocket 
firings will refine the flight path. 
Apollo 14 fleeted moonward at an 
ever-decreasing speed as the 
gravity pull of earth clutched at the 
spacecraft. The speed will continue 
to drop until the moon wins a 
gravitational tug of war with earth. 
At midday yesterday, Apollo 14 
was clipping along at 2,200 miles an 
hours. Its speed was dropping by 
about 50 m.p.h. The craft should pick 
up speed tonight, a few hours before 
it whips around the far side of the 
moon at 5,503 miles per hour. 
Roosa broke one period of silence 
yesterday to ask for a little news 
from astronaut Bruce McCandless, 
capsule communicator. 
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Coate finds no fault 
in candidate choice 
By Jim Marino 
Contributing Editor 
Student Body President Roger Coate 
said yesterday he saw nothing wrong in 
the way a student screening committee 
went about choosing finalists for the 
student-on-the-Board election last week. 
Coate, whose job it was to approve the 
three names submitted to him from a 
student screening committee, said all the 
practices of the screening committee 
were "open and above board." 
He said he saw the present con- 
troversy as a dispute between student 
government and the student newspaper. 
When asked how he could lay the 
blame for the controversy at the doorstep 
of The News in light of recent public 
dissention against the nominees by 
members of the screening committee 
itself,    Coate    replied: 
"WE'LL JUST HAVE to wait until 
this issue comes out in court and see who 
says what about the screening prac- 
tices." 
Coate bemoaned what he said has 
been a series of unsubstantiated charges 
floating around and added that he was 
"fed up with the whole mess." 
He said, "we certainly weren't out to 
screw anybody in this matter. We were 
trying to do something for the student 
body by getting representation on the 
Board of Trustees." 
Coate said it was his impression at the 
time he endorsed the names of the three 
student finalists and that they had the 
endorsement of a majority of the 
members of the screening committee. 
FOUR   SCREENING   COMMITTEE 
members out of the five who comprised 
the committee told The News last week, 
however, they had not agreed to endorse 
any candidate. 
THOSE FOUR members are: Don 
Scherzer, J. Harper, Mike Sprague and 
Mike DeMario. 
None of the four has since told The 
News he has changed his account of the 
way the screening committee acted. 
DeMario, however, said yesterday 
that the blame should not rest on Coate's 
shoulders. 
"The deadline had been set and it 
couldn't be broken," he remarked, ad- 
ding that "it was Just the rush of the 
deadline that caused the situation." 
That left the fifth member of the 
screening committee, Frank Pittman, as 
the only member not saying whether or 
not he approved any of the student-on- 
the-Board applicants who were voted 
upon in an election last week. 
Pittman's vote alone would not have 
been enough to endorse a student. 
Reached yesterday, Pittman had 
extensive comments, but refused to be 
quoted for publication. 
IN THE MEANTIME, the ballots 
from last week's election have been held 
up pending the outcome of a court case 
filed by two students who are protesting 
the election. 
The University Appeals Board is 
expected to rule on this case before 
considering the next step toward 
ratification of a student to sit on the 
Board. 
One of the "charges" Coate referred 
to was a hint from two members of the 
screening committee that Coate had 
pulled a fast one on the committee by 
approving names that he knew did not 
bear the screening committee's en- 
dorsement. 
The two members of the screening 
committee, who did not wish to be 
named, believed that Coate must have 
made a backroom deal with Pittman or 
else he acted independently to ram-rod 
the names of the finalists into an election. 
They also believe that there was some 
pressure on Coate to get the names into 
an election so that a student could be on 
the Board of Trustees by the Board's next 
meeting on Friday. 
Plea bargaining disputed 
Court sets aside pleas 
The guilty pleas of three former 
Bowling Green city police officers have 
been thrown out by Common Pleas Judge 
Floyd A. Coller following a court con- 
troversy over plea bargaining in the 
case. 
Ronald and Thomas Woodbury and 
James Falls had pleaded guilty early last 
month to one count each of burglary- 
related charges after multiple in- 
dictments were returned against them in 
September. 
Coller set those guilty pleas aside 
Monday after the attorney for a fourth 
officer charged with breaking and en- 
tering accused him of bribery. 
Joseph DaPore, representing Lt. 
Matthew Brichta, accused the judge and 
County Prosecutor Daniel T. Spitler with 
promising certain sentences to the 
Woodbury brothers and Falls in return 
for guilty pleas and information on other 
officers allegedly involved in a burglary 
ring. 
DAPORE CLAIMED Coller had 
received a letter from M. Shad Hanna, 
attorney for the three accused officers, 
seeking to confirm an agreement bet- 
ween the judge, Spitler and Hanna in 
regard to sentences to be handed down on 
the three men. 
Coller admitted he had received such 
a letter and added that it "has disturbed 
me for some time." 
After calling the Woodbury brothers 
and Falls back to the courtroom Monday, 
the judge told them that their attorney 
(Hanna) evidently thought "certain 
promises had been made to you if you 
entered guilty pleas." 
Judge Coller said he had not promised 
anyone a particular sentence, and added 
that he could never promise such a thing. 
He said the county prosecutor is the 
only one who could legally discuss 
sentence, probation and parole in plea 
bargaining, and that such plea 
bargaining is not binding on the court. 
"The prosecuting attorney can 
guarantee nothing, but he can make 
recommendations," Coller told the three 
men. "Apparently your attorney, 
because of inexperience, might have 
thought that certain promises had been 
made." 
COLLER SAID HE felt their guilty 
pleas might not have been entered 
voluntarily if they were under the im- 
pression that they would receive certain 
sentences. 
In putting aside the guilty pleas, the 
judge did not set a time for re- 
arraignment. He instructed the three 
men, who had been in Jail waiting for pre- 
sentence investigations, to consult with 
their attorney on their new status. 
DaPore made his accusations in a 
motion to quash the January Grand Jury 
indictments against Lt. Brichta. The 
motion was denied by Judge 
Coller, and Lt. Brichta then entered a 
plea of innocent. 
The defense attorney has also asked 
the Sixth District Court of Appeals to 
allow him to see copies of the indictments 
against the other defendants, talk with 
possible prosecution witnesses and in- 
terview the other defendants. 
DAPORE CONTENDS that Coller has 
ordered the clerk of courts to withhold 
the documents which he feels are per- 
tinent to Lt Brichta's defense. 
He also claims that Spitler has in- 
structed prosecution witnesses to talk 
with DaPore. 
No hearing on Lt. Brichta's complaint | 
is scheduled in the appeals court. 
Senate recommends 
retention of grades 
By Ka thy Fraze 
Issue Editor 
That uphill battle for letter grades will 
apparently remain a frustrating part of 
the student's life for a long, long time. 
Faculty Senate yesterday approved a 
recommendation to retain the present'A- 
B-C-D-F grading system. 
The recommendation was one of three 
proposals related to the present grading 
system presented to Senate members by 
the organization's Academic Policies 
Committee. 
In making the recommendation, the 
committee stated it had found "no 
evidence indicating a significantly 
superior communicability of evaluation" 
in other grading systems. 
THE COMMITTEE also pointed out 
that the "overwhelming majority" of 
other institutions use the same letter 
grading system. Thus, a change would 
complicate admission procedures to 
graduate and professional schools, ap- 
plications for employment, and transfers 
to other institutions. 
Also passed was a liberalized policy 
for the S-U grading system. 
Under the new policy, all un- 
dergraduate students would be permitted 
to take a total of 12 S-U courses during 
the baccalaureate program, in addition 
to those courses-such as required 
physical education courses-that are 
already graded entirely on an S-U basis. 
Students will be granted an option of 
taking more than one S-U course a 
quarter, providing the number of such 
registrations does not exceed three in a 
given academic  year  or  four  in  an 
academic year and a following summer 
session. 
The recommendation also stated that 
students should be permitted to take S-U 
courses to fulfill major, minor, group and 
other requirements according to stan- 
dards established by the appropriate 
undergraduate college and departmental 
councils. 
THE POLICY leaves the decision to 
take a course as S-U totally up to the 
student, with the provision that the final 
decision be made within seven calendar 
days after the beginning of classes. 
Under the new policy, the current 
definition of "S" and "U" remains the 
same- "S" representing work equivalent 
to "C" or better and "U" as work 
equivalent to "D" or "F." 
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the petition news LeTrers 
The last thing LIFE (Living In a Finer Environment) 
needed at this crucial stage of their petition drive to ban 
disposable bottles and cans in Bowling Green was internal 
disorder. 
But disorder there is-to the point of upsetting the 
group's objectives and organization. 
LIFE has a great Idea In their 'ban the can' drive. The 
Mews has repeatedly supported their ecological efforts In 
the past, and backs the Idea of legislation against non- 
returnables wholeheartedly. 
But now, more than ever, LIFE can't do it alone. 
The group has planned a meeting tonight to try to piece 
together the fragments of a petition plan torn by internal 
group problems. 
The meeting tonight is open to all students concerned 
about their environment who are interested in and or 
willing to work on the drive for the 10,000 signatures 
needed for the 'ban of the can' proposal to be presented to 
the city's environmental commission. 
Other cities across the nation have resorted to 
legislation to control pollution. Detroit has banned the sale 
of familiar high-phosphate detergents. Ypsllanti is con- 
sidering a ban on disposable bottles and cans, also. 
Bowling Green should and can be a leader in this respect. 
The very least a person can do in this community Is to 
sign a LIFE petition. 
sociology change 
The sociology department has made a change that 
should help out some freshmen who find themselves 
running out of Interesting electives during their first year 
at the University. 
The department's basic course, 201, has been opened to 
freshmen. 
The department may have bought Itself a few 
headaches, but the department head made no un- 
derstatement In saying, "The typical freshman has a 
difficult time filling out his schedule because of the 
number of courses closed to him." 
Another needed revision the department Is considering 
is changing more of its three-hour courses to four-hour 
courses. 
Most students fill their schedules out on the basis that 
each course will bring four hours credit. These students 
also hesitate to take a sociology course for three hours 
credit, knowing the loss of the hour may necessitate future 
schedule adjustments. 
Perhaps it's due to the nature of the discipline, but this 
department is making changes this year with the students 
in mind. 
A goal, according to the department head, is for"a more 
timely curriculum that will meet the needs of the 
students." 
This goal should be sought by every department. 
the easiest way out? 
In light of the controversy concerning 
selection of potential board represen- 
tatives, spawned, or at least grossly 
aggravated by Thursday's editorial, I 
must admit to utter disgust. This disgust 
is not only for this apparent "voice of 
independent students" (yes, The BG 
News) but for all those with such high 
degree of hindsight as to be so highly 
critical of the honest efforts of a few who 
for some strange reason still care. 
Never have I seen such a group of 
individuals so eager to see what they 
want to see, hear what they want to hear, 
and "report" it in the way they think it 
ought to have been. 
But now It's time to rip this election 
apart. Don Scherzer wants to go beating 
the bushes for more candidates. 
Shouldn't interest be a critical criterion 
for choosing such a candidate? How 
Interested can one be who didn't have 
time in a two week period to fill out a 
well-advertised,  two-page question- 
naire?  That was the only prerequisite. 
Jan Weber says, (at least according to 
The BG News) that, "...the student body 
as a whole should determine who will run 
in the election." 
Hurrah!   Will this "whole" be com- 
prised of the three percent who voted last 
spring, or does she have a better plan to 
sample student opinion? If she does, I'm 
sure a lot of people would be willing to 
hear her. 
It is very easy to criticize after the 
fact. It is not difficult to be present for 
the fact. Must so many always take the 
easiest way out? 
Richard L Plaskett 
77 Winthrop Terrace 
question of selection 
Thank you for your editorial concerning the student 
represenatative on the Board of Trustees. It expressed our views 
quite adequately. 
Although we have long awaited the positioning of a student on 
the Board of Trustees, we had hoped there would have been a 
better choice, not a choice of three establishment freaks who are 
on ego trips. The process that was used to pick the candidates was 
the best job of railroading that we have seen in a long time. How 
else can it be explained that three identical people were chosen 
for the election. We had also hoped that the student elected would 
want a vote on the board even if he was above the president. As 
you said there are worse places a student could be. . 
All the students indicated that they were quite active in dif- 
ferent and varied organizations. This will, of course, mean that 
they will have plenty of time to represent us right, providing they 
don't go to classes. 
Yes, we will be well represented by these people as we con- 
tinue on in our quiet apathetic way. Right on, BGSU, you blew it 
again. 
DebKeasal 
Kyle Kowaieski 
338 McDonald North 
clarification by life 
There has been some confusion among the campus community concerning LIFE'S 
goals and priorities. The student action group, Living In a Finer Environment, has 
one major goal: to make people aware and concerned about the ecology situation to 
the point where they will take action to alleviate the problem. 
There are two methods that LIFE will use to reach this goal. The first is to take 
stands on certain environmental problems. Action will be taken to improve the 
problem while demonstrating to the public that ecological progress is possible. It is 
under this criteria that LIFE became an lntervenor in the Davis-Besse Nuclear 
Power Plant hearings. LIFE has also worked to have the "ban the can" ordinance 
passed, and have had paper drives to demonstrate recycling. 
But Just taking stands on issues is not enough to effectively reach the general 
public. LIFE has to inform and educate people. The organization provides speakers 
for clubs, distributes information, will help teachers in educating their students, and 
hopes to get more people involved in UFE. These are some of the ways that IJFE 
hopes to Improve the enviornment. Much more needs and will be done. 
UFE feels that it has a responsibility to try to do more than just work on local 
Bowling Green problems. As past records show, LIFE was set up to work on local 
issues along with those of Northwestern Ohio. The members of UFE have made it 
clear that they want to do more than Just try to clean up their own back yard. On 
January 20, a vote was taken on whether LIFE should continue as an lntervenor In the 
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Plant hearings. It was decided by over two-thirds of the 
voters to continue. But this does not mean that I JFE Is not concerned about Bowling 
Green's problems. In fact, more work will probably be done on local problems than 
on problems less specific to Bowling Green. 
I JFE is a young organization that has many growing pains. It's lack of structure 
and formal organization has led to confusion and a disappointing power struggle. 
Much work is being done to end this organizational problem and by the end of this 
quarter LIFE should be well on its way to being a close, organized and effective 
group. 
LIFE needs people who are willing to work In any area or capacity that they are 
interested in. Any ideas are considered and anyone willing to do a certain Job is given 
all possible assistance by other members. LIFE needs people to bring their own ideas 
and abilities, no matter what they are, so that it will have the means to be the effective 
action group it should be. 
So come to the IJFE's meeting on Wednesday night, 7 p.m., in 230 MathScience 
Building, and find out what UFE is all about. 
H 
Vicki Evans 
Phil Bracken 
Co-chairmen, UPE 
thankful for courtesies 
•our man hoppe- 
the joad's share of the revenue 
How would you like to have a door go 
shut in your face when juggling a couple 
texts and notebooks? Personally I would 
much rather have the door held for me in 
spite of the stand taken by Ginny Heid- 
men in her letter dealing with women's 
Ub. 
I agree with Patricia Oswalt; fur- 
,thermore a coed need not consider 
herself a "clinging vine" or a "poor 
inferior creature" desperately in need of 
help to hold this point of view. Men hold 
the doors or help to hold the doors or help 
to seat us out of courtesy and deference, 
not as an insulting gesture or to illustrate 
an air of superiority. 
All women are perfectly capable of 
opening their own doors; however it's 
just a little nicer to have a man do it for 
us. Chivalry or common courtesy cer- 
tainly Isn't dead with the men here or 
elsewhere. 
The only damage that need be undone 
is the fuss raised by women's lib when 
men show some manners and hold a door 
for us. 
Marty Booth 
108 Dunbar 
By Arthur Hoppe 
Naliimal Columnist 
The Government Man's dark blue 
Ford pulled up in front of the Joad's 
shanly just across the hollow from Ap- 
palarhia Corners. 
Maude Joad, wiping her hands on her 
skirt, skittered down the rickety stairs as 
fast as her old legs would carry her. 
"Did you bring us that 1160 of our'n?" 
she asked breathlessly. 
"Now. Maude," said her husband. 
Jud, catching up with her. "Don't get 
your hopes up." 
"What 8160?" said the Government 
Man, puzzled. 
"She read where the President takes 
in 8200 billion a year from us folks," 
explained Jud, "and being a fine-hearted 
man, he aims to share 816 billion of it 
with us folks what he took it from." 
"Mr. Perkins down to the schoolhouse 
figured where that comes to 880 for every 
man, woman and boy in the country," 
said Maude excitedly. "And between me 
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and Jud we got 8160 coming. That's more 
cash than we seen in a turtle's age. Oh, 
Jud, now I can get them gingham cur- 
tains I always hankered after!" 
The Government Man smiled. "I see, 
Mrs. Joad. You're referring to the 
President's revenue sharing program. 
But I'm afraid he doesn't plan to send you 
the cash directly. He plans to share it 
with the States and cities. They're 
millions of dollars in debt." 
Jud nodded. "I reckon they need it 
more than us'n. We only owe 837.16 down 
to the store." 
"The concept," said the Government 
Man, "is that local people beUer un- 
derstand local needs." 
"But there's nary a soul in Appalachia 
Corners more local than Jud and me," 
protested Maude. "We been scratch 
fanning these here ten acres for nigh on 
SO years." 
"I'm sure the State will take into 
consideration the basic needs of all those 
below the poverty level," said the 
Government Man reassuringly, "once it 
determines what those basic needs are." 
"Well, now," said Maude, "I can't 
rightly speak for all poor folks, but our 
basic need is money. Jud always says 
the one sure cure for poverty la money. 
Will the State send us some?" 
"Not directly, Mrs. Joad. It first has 
to conduct studies, establish programs 
and priorities and determine which 
communities deserve what proportionate 
share of the available funds." 
"Then        send us the cash money?" 
asked Maude. 
"No, they send it to the communities 
where applicants will be Investigated to 
determine which meet the requirements 
of what program. But then, Mrs. Joad, 
you should get your money." 
"See, Jud, we're going to get that 
there 8160 after all!" cried Maude 
triumphantly. "Now can I mall order 
thara gingham curtains?" 
"Hold on, Maude," said Jud frowning. 
"I been figuring. It takes a ten cent 
stamp to send that $160 out from 
Washington. Then they got to hire a 
study, which don't come cheap, to see 
how to spend that $189.90. It'll take six- 
center to get the $96.64 to Appalachia 
Corners, where they got to hire two 
fellers at $200 a week to..." 
Maude's  thin  shoulders  slumped. 
"Maybe, Jud," she said, trying to smile, 
"I could get a nice blue hair ribbon in- 
stead?" 
encourage 'gentlemen' 
It seems a shame that one cannot 
write a simple letter of thanks without 
getting someone all upset about it. My 
letter of January 28 was my own personal 
opinion and feelings, to which I am en- 
titled, and as such, hardly worth Miss 
Heidman's letter of the 29th. 
I seriously doubt that men think they 
are insulting me when they hold a door 
for me, and I shall continue to appreciate 
it. I shall continue to encourage all such 
actions as compliments, and to enjoy 
them. Therefore, leave me out of your 
fight against such men; I want no part In 
it! 
Patricia Oswalt 
335 Ashley Hall 
WE WILL HAVE TO TAKE YOUR SHIP. SENOR-YOU ARE FISHING ONLY 5,000 MILES 
OFF OUR COAST!' 
emur #tgm*m Haavr 
a^nwteMtrecr. - 
ft 
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NnalM kr D.«. EIWKM 
RICHARD EDWARDS took over Monday as executive assistant to 
University President Hollis A. Moore. Edwards will assist Dr. Moore with a 
wide range of administrative duties and liaison work with government 
agencies. 
ACLU group begins 
court surveillance 
The American Civil 
liberties Union of Bowling 
Green moved from a purely 
organizational to an active 
phase Monday night. 
Bill Gourd, teaching fellow 
in speech, said that members 
will begin court-watching in 
the next few days. They will 
be sitting in on the Bowling 
GreenMunicipal Court, taking 
notes on all proceedings. 
Reports from court wat- 
chers will be sent to the parent 
chapter in Toledo where they 
will be examined for patterns 
of questionable procedure. 
If such patterns are found, 
ACLU attorneys may decide 
to take legal action to change 
them. 
Ira Harmon, freshman (A & 
SI, is chairman of the court- 
watching committee. 
The local group is affiliated 
with the northwest Ohio ACLU 
Chapter in Toledo. 
Gourd said there are no 
immediate plans for an in- 
dependent chapter in Bowling 
Green, but that if the group 
can maintain sufficient ac- 
tivity and membership, it will 
probably acquire such status. 
The ACLU in Bowling 
Green was organized by 
Gourd, Dr. Joseph Perry, 
associate      professor      of 
B6SU awarded grant to fund 
student employment program 
sociology, and Dr. Bernard 
Rabin, professor of education. 
Current membership 
numbers about 120, but Mr. 
Gourd said the group is 
seeking more local members. 
He said students who are 
Interested should contact 
Rollin Ross in 239 Conklin. 
Gourd said that as the 
group grows and organization 
is improved, members will 
seek other areas of possible 
illegal activity in the com- 
munity in which ACLU might 
express an interest. 
He said that ACLU has 
limited time and funds and 
expends them primarily on 
cases which would affect large 
numbers of people. 
#9 
The University has been 
awarded a $27,600 federal 
grant to continue participation 
in the college work-study 
program, part of the 
Economic Opportunity Act of 
1964. 
Funds for the program will 
be used to provide student 
employment within the 
University or at off-campus 
non-profit public and private 
organizations. 
Students are offered a 
variety of positions in the 
University Union, residence 
hall cafeterias, library, health 
center and maintenance 
department. Participants 
may also work as clerical aids 
and research assistants in 
academic departments or as 
helpers at the Wood County 
Society for Crippled Children. 
Last   year.   119   students 
were involved with the work- 
study program. Since the 
beginning of this academic 
year, 75 students have been 
accepted into the program and 
more are expected. 
Benefits are received not 
only by the student but also by 
the employer, who acquires an 
extra worker at a very 
minimal labor cost. Eighty 
per cent of the student's wages 
are paid by the grant. 
Robert E. McKay, director 
of student employment said 
that students in the program 
usually do not work more than 
IS hours per week. 
To qualify, a student must 
show financial need and hold 
full-time University standing. 
Arrangements are made 
through McKay and the 
employment office at the 
University. 
Due        to        cir- | 
cumstances     beyond | 
1 Lisa s control there will I 
| be no Number 9 in this g 
I Friday's News. 
The arts page will be I 
I run    in    the    future, I 
I however,     and      all | 
I creative contributions- | 
I including   photographs, I 
| art   work,   prose   and | 
I other  assorted-   non- | 
I sense-should be sent to | 
Number 9, care of the I 
I BG News, 106 I 
I University Hall. 
Edwards aids Moore 
By ABB Hofbauer 
When Richard Edwards 
first met President Hollis A. 
Moore at the American 
Committee on Education 
meetings in Chicago last 
October, he had no idea that in 
February he would be working 
as Dr. Moore's executive 
assistant. 
Already two days on the 
Job, Edwards feels confident 
that he will enjoy a "long and 
healthy    association   with 
BGSU." 
Edwards' new duties, 
according to Dr. Moon, will 
include assisting him with a 
wide range of administrative 
functions, including special 
responsibilities due to his 
previous experience in 
Washington as liaison 
representative with federal 
agencies. 
Or, as Edwards put it, 
"whatever come across the 
desk. Whatever President 
Moore is involved in. I will be 
Trustees to view 
Village proposals 
By Gale Bogle 
Staff Reporter 
The Board of Trustees will 
be- asked to review the current 
proposals of the Greek Village 
Development Corporation this 
Friday to see if they think the 
plans are feasible. 
Roy Clark, chairman of the 
Greek Village Board of 
Directors, said, "We're asking 
certain questions of the board. 
If the Greek Village is to 
exist, it will need the support 
of the Trustees." 
The proposals ask whether 
the board endorses the land 
sites that are being negotiated 
for and whether they think the 
price the Greek Village 
Corporation is quoting is a fair 
price, he said. 
The proposal also con- 
tains certain promises from 
greeks concerning moving off 
campus so the University can 
plan for future use of the space 
greeks now occupy, Clark 
said. 
"We are working with two 
different developers on two 
different tracts of land," 
Clark said, adding that no 
final price had been agreed 
upon. 
The tracts of land and the 
developers' names will be 
revealed after the Board 
meets, Clark said. 
Clark said there would be a 
meeting 10 days after the 
Board of Trustees meeting for 
all fraternities and sororities 
to explain the proposals in 
detail to them. 
He said there are 19 
fraternities and sororities in 
the Corporation, but there 
were other non-member 
fraternities who are interested 
in the village. 
Some Individual houses are 
negotiating with the same 
developers for tracts of land 
for individual houses, ac- 
cording to Clark, and it is 
complicating the situation. 
He said the Corporation 
wants to buy up a tract of land 
large enough for all houses to 
build on, by leasing or 
reselling the land back to the 
individual groups. 
Clark said the trustee 
approval on the proposals 
would not mean that greeks 
would be moving off campus 
within the next year. 
"This is a long term 
project," Clark said. "We're 
not talking about a mass 
exodus of fraternities and 
sororities." 
Clark Indicated that It 
could take up to 10 years 
before all groups were off 
campus, mainly because of 
financial problems. 
He said Dr. Moore told 
fraternity and sorority 
presidents last December that 
they could continue to live in 
their present homes in- 
definitely.  
Wilmal Outlines 
Art Diff.r.Rt! 
Designed To Be Adaptable 
To Help You In 
Art; History, Ancient, Renaissance, American 
Economics   201,202 
History of Civilization   151,152 
U.S. History to 1865, U.S. History, after 1865 
Sociology 201 
World Geography 121,122 
Other in progress 
See back cover for list   Only S1.92 
Many University students use Wilmoc. 
Get your copy now. 
Sold excusively at 
Student Book Exchange 
530 East Wooster St. 
CHESS 
Tournament 
10:00 a.m. Sunday 
Feb7 
Wayne Room 
SI Entry Fee 
Sign up in 
UAO Office 
TROPHIES 
CHESS 
CLUB 
Wayne Room 
LO-5 p.m. Feb.. ' 
DROPB^raiAIS... 
AND RCK-UPA"S(JR" PHONE 352-7572 
Involved in." 
Why, you might ask, would 
anyone want to leave a 
promising position as special 
assistant to the director of the 
National Science Foundation 
(NSF), In Washington, D.C. 
for a position at Bowling 
Green   State    University? 
Part of the mystery can be 
cleared up with the in- 
formation that both Edwards 
and his wife are originally 
from Bellevue, Ohio, and have 
friends among the faculty of 
BGSU. 
Edwards was also im- 
pressed with Dr. Moore and 
feels that he is very much in 
tune with the students' needs. 
Edwards' stay in 
Washington as special 
assistant to the director of the 
NSF was his second trip there. 
His first opportunity to go 
to Washington came when he 
was in his senior year at Kent 
State University majoring in 
journalism and public ad- 
dress. Congressman Charles 
A. Mosher hired him as 
legislative assistant for two 
terms. 
Edwards finished school at 
American University, and 
then did graduate study in 
political science at Kent. 
In 1984 he became the 
Cleveland liaison officer for 
KSU and two years later he 
was appointed assistant to 
Kent State President Robert 
White. 
Then in 1969 he returned to 
Washington for the NSF 
position. Commenting on his 
many opportunities, he said, 
"Sometimes the mop flops 
your way and sometimes it 
doesn't." 
Although Edwards loves 
Washington and government 
work he said the federal 
bureaucracy Is kind of an 
insulated world. 
His foundation provided 
money for basic research but 
all of the research takes place 
through universities, he said. 
Edwards reiterated that he 
had missed campus life after 
leaving Kent and is happy to 
be on campus again. He stated 
that it is important to him to 
keep an open mind and be 
flexible - and the University 
atmosphere provides a good 
opportunity for this. 
N.wi.h.1. ky Brian St.ll.-i 
WITH VALENTINE'S DAY fast approaching, this coed takes a few minutes 
to mull over the wide selection of sentiments to find the one that says just 
what she wants. 
Our Brewmeister is ready with all 
your favorites 
i 
Pack a six 
from 
South Side 6 
for the 
weekend 
Corner Napoleon & S. Main 
After Inventory 
CLEARANCE 
CASUAL SLACKS    (So™ Jess's) 
Reg. 9.00-16.00       3.99 
SWEATERS As Low As 5.99 
Eitir. Swtat.r stock RttUced 
SPORT COATS Iwlsriy To 65.00 
Now 29.99 
DRESS SLACKS ■•■•••rir 1..00..0.00 
Now   1/2 Price 
SHOES   nlff    Now 9.99 
OUTERWEAR    Jackets 
SAVE 1/2 AND MORE 
ZiuBcn 
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Connolly wins committee ok 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Senate Finance Committee 
approved yesterday 11 to 0 the 
nomination of former GOT. 
John B. Connally of Texas to 
be secretary of the Treasury, 
after testimony from Connally 
denying he wrongfully ac- 
cepted private fees while 
governor. 
Connally added that he 
gave up $400,000 to $500,000 in 
legal fees in order to become 
secretary of the Navy in 1961. 
The vote came after no 
more than five minutes of 
closed-door discussion. 
Connally in an open hearing 
immediately beforehand, 
denied he had violated the 
Texas constitution by taking 
$790,000 from a foundation as 
legal fees for executing the 
state of a wealthy oilman 
friend. 
Committee Chairman 
Russell B. Long (D-La.) said 
he believed stories Monday in 
the New York Times, and 
other stories about Connally 
were Indications that 
"someone would like to 
destroy this man if they 
could." 
Sen Fred R. Harris, (D- 
Okla.) abstained temporarily 
from the committee vote. He 
had asked Connally to produce 
the document by which 
Connally settled for $790,000 as 
co-executor of the Sid 
Richardson estate, rather 
than taking his full one-third 
share of the fee which he 
estimated about $1.2 million. 
Connally was before the 
committee in an open hearing 
for two hours. 
He said he not only had not 
violated any Texas laws by 
accepting fees for settling the 
Rlchardsonestate well before 
he became governor, but he 
gave up between "$400,000 and 
$500,000" that he said would 
have been due him as executor 
in order to clear his financial 
matters at the time of 
becoming Navy secretary. 
"I don't regret it but I don't 
think I ought to be pilloried for 
it," Connally told the Senate 
Finance Committee. 
Connally said he was due, 
as co-executor of the estate, a 
total of $1.3 million, but he set 
a sum for himself of $750,000 
instead, because of the press 
of time before he was sworn in 
as secretary of the Navy. 
He said his testimony this 
morning was the first time he 
had revealed publicly that "I 
took $400,000 to $500,000 less In 
order to serve my country." 
He said the $750,000 fee 
which he accepted as one of 
three co-executors of the 
Richardson estate was spread 
over ten yearly payments to 
improve the tax situation. But 
he declared that the services 
to the estate had been per- 
formed nearly four years 
before he was sworn in as 
governor. 
The Times story reported 
Internal Revenue Service 
filings by the Richardson 
foundation between 1968 and 
I960 indicating a $225,000 debt 
to Connally and payments of 
$75,000 a year to him. The 
newspaper quoted from the 
Texas constitution prohibition 
on governors receiving out- 
side income and questioned 
whether Connally might have 
run afoul of the law. 
"The monies I received 
were vested long before I 
became governor," Connally 
said. 
Aitoeioi.d Prats Wlraphota 
SIMONE ABBOUND, a 40 year-old French-born divorcee, is making 
maritime history as the first woman ever to sail as a crew member 
on an American cargo vessel. She represents a breakthrough in the 
National Maritime Union's campaign to find seagoing jobs for 
women who want to qualify for pensions. 
TO 
DO 
TODaY 
t 
'A Week Of 
Black 
Culture" 
M0NG0 SANTAMARIfl 
L.E0N TH0IM9 
& THE PRESIDENTS 
IN CONCEKT 
Bowling Green Stole University.. BG 
Friday, Feb. 12    8:00pm   Memorial Hall 
TICKETS: 
S3.00 in advance  S4.00 at the door 
Tickets on sale at the union ticket 
office and at the duor on the nighl of 
performance 
ENGLISH MAJORS 
All English majors who 
have not yet made out thelr 
schedules for spring quarter 
and next year should make an 
appointment with Mr. Steele, 
214 University Hall, within 
the next week. 
SKI CLUB 
Will meet at 6 p.m. in 115 
Education Bldg. Ski trip to 
New York this weekend and 
plans for a party will be 
discussed. 
DARROW HALL 
Will sponsor a program 
associated with the Human 
Sexuality Symposium at 7 p.m. 
in Darrow's Main Lounge. Dr. 
Gregory Zann will speak on 
"Physiological and 
Psychological Aspects ol 
Human Sesaiality." 
Now in returnable bottles. 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
DEPARTMENT 
Will show a French film, 
Moliere's "l.e Bourgeois 
Gentilhomme" by the 
Comedie Francaise, at 7 p.m. 
in 201 Hayes 
UAO 
Will present the Minimum 
Daily Requirement at the 
Side Door in the Cardinal 
Room, Union, from 8 to 11 
p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER 
Presents "A Flea in Her 
Ear" at 8 p.m. in the Main 
Auditorium, University Hall. 
Tickets are available at the 
box office as well as at the 
door. 
HUMAN SEXUALITY 
SYMPOSIUM 
■•■.Mr. Hathaway of the 
Counseling Center will discuss 
"Contraception" in the Main 
lounge, Batchelder Hall, at 9 
p.m. 
Dr. Gregory Zann of the 
Toledo Medical School will 
discuss "The Relationship 
between Physiological and 
Psychological Aspects of 
Human Sexuality" In the 
McDonald East cafeteria at 9 
p.m. 
WIZARD OF ID 
PUZZLE 
By William B. Cunning-ham 
ACROSS 03 Suva. 
04 Sesames. 
05 Alienate. 
liii Uneven. 
07 Soditmt- 
chloridc. 
DOWN 
1 Stockilllts. 
2 /.enlth 
3 Hymn poem.  20 Kpopees. 
I Dutch 
painter. 
5 Anterior. 
Ill Binarv. 
14 Brilliant ■ah. 
15 Card Kami- 
10 Bei.iK: Sp. 
17 Antitoxin. 
18 Thrill. 
10 Venue. 
211 I .ill limited. 
22 Dabbler. 
24 Mulnyan 
am*. 
25 Skinflint. 
20 Ancon. 
29 Pale. 
30 Sweet  — 
Ofjrady. 
34 Comely. 
35 I Iprrnlcil 
30 Deans. 
37 Japanese 
statesman. 
38 Slump. 
311 Twice. 
41) Cape. 
41 Celibate. 
43 Soft food. 
44 Promt 
45 Jewish 
festival. 
10 Whale. 
47 Sul..1,1,.,I 
48 Sleep. 
50 Hiatus. 
51 I'nderstoiHl. 
54 Pause. 
58 Ceylon 
lemur: var. 
59 Concede, 
til Lamb. 
02 Spread. 
Solution to Yesterday's Puzzle 
MUUU    UUUHH    HMIdr.t 
nnrin rannmra nnnn 
riraninnramnn nnnn 
ann  nranH  nnnnnp 
HMUM    MMMn 
aai-ian  IJI.HIMH  MHM 
H  l(JU    UIIUUI'J    UIIMM 
.'lHHUI.ll.UI'l    l-IIOLIMMH 
iniiii  i.]iiiHi'i 
Uf.il.'U.iUM    HMIll-i    RDFI 
rirann. nrcnrcn nmiiim 
4 Onion-like 
plant. 
5 Eastern title. 
0 Detain. 
7 Spain's last, 
iliieen. 
8 Secure. 
9 Beckons. 
lOBIIxht. 
11 I nin.rn  list). 
12 Aleutian 
island. 
13 Smirk. 
21 Shooter. 
23 Jets. 
25 Creature. 
27 Oblivion. 
28 Beamy. 
29 Joker. 
31 Kuro|H*an 
finch. 
32 Vapid. 
33 Irish war 
chariot. 
SI Scotch 
explorer. 
30 Decline 
38 Whet. 
3» Wink 
rapidly. 
42 SittiiiK. 
43 Apiece. 
44 Cams. 
40 Strange 
fellow: 
colloq. 
47 Kxisted. 
MYeMtablea: 
idd so. 
50 Simpletons. 
51 Flush. 
52 Part. 
53 Scope. 
54 Commun- 
ists. 
55 Pelvic 
lames. 
50 Drawer. 
57 Direction. 
00 Old auto. 
1 I 1 ' ii 11 11 It ! t It ■ ■ M 1 u 14 ■ ■ 
is 17 IS I 1 I ■ SI SI II 
14 I M 1 1 
• 1 ■ " m I w I - 
It ii ■ 1 1 1 It ■ * m I w 
41 41 
_ 
1" 
_■ 
II II •> 1 •« fn~i i :: 1 fi " : IS •• ■ 
laM EnU rprlm. ■via ^ ,11 n 3 /I/I 1 
CRYITOORAM — Henry (ielnuin 
SKA I) lilC    KX 0(1(1    K I) I SON 
SXO    KOI>l'    M'XCO- 
A MCA KMO(i If, 
Yesterday's cryptogram: London liriiltie is 
Tallinn down, to I., shifted to another town. 
by   Brant   parkar   and   Johnny hart 
TWELVE <kX>C< 
AND ALUS 
WELL.' 
CLaSSIFIED 
NEED Hit* TO CINCY-Fri. 
Kcta    12-WII.I    l'AY-< all   352 
9171-IMVE 
across Irani campus s-5. Mon- 
Krr inn 2-5. :I5MS42 or 352- 
MB 
Will do typing   Phone 3S2-93B 
Dave and Mary-   Congrats on    Wooslrr 
your I'IK \ lavalKTing-Kredt 
Kidr loll.S I! or IVnniaon U 
14, M-TSSS Hue 
Schroeder      Congratulations 
on your engagement' Room 31 
For    sale    cheap      Brown 
Human hair 1.11a I*  br win 
pay only (or spring qtr   252- 
7«74 
Hide wanted In Wash D.C. or 
Va. Feb. U-Call John 372-4152 
LOST-Tarllc Shell glasses 
.loose lew. b«K spiral 
notebook      351-7117 
Please return billfold stolen 
Irani Womeni gym locker 
HEWARI). NO QUESTIONS 
ASKED Contact 1-JJII or 
leave at tlampui Security 
Office 
I ike to be your own bom and 
break away from mediocre 
income1' Do like many of ui 
have dune We own our own 
business and dkt It with a 
nominal investment for in- 
ventory and training. If you 
ran qualify you too can be 
independent and realise what 
true security U. Call Bill 
HaakeaflertOOpm   353-»Mt 
The News needs reporters, 
etc. 
Huh K«h Huh Hah. Huh Rah. 
Rev' That really was a fan- 
tastic u-« Thanks SAE's. The 
Mu's 
Mini-Hpfrigerator    Ideal   for 
room or office, only 175   Call 
3520571 after 5 30 p.m. 
I mrl to replace 1 in 4 girl apt. 
Halance of lease at HO per mo. 
t all 313-0045 from I am - 4.JS 
p.m Mun.-Frl. for appl to 
show 
The KEY volumes one and two 
can be picked up in the KEY 
office 310 Student Services 
Building as soon as possible 
Guild bass a (oral 100 watt 
amp g-11" spk, MI Varsity 
Sq  Al 353-4104 
Must Sell-New Royal Port 
Electric Typewriter-Make 
Olfer-CaU SM4S3 
IOST: Red * Navy Scarf. 
Call Sue 2-10* 
Will the Halt St! TOAD strike 
again"   G.G. 
The I .oft Gallery of fine am 
In'i S. Main Featuring now 
thru Feb. 23 Photography by 
WedeU 4 William 
o< The I .aylon School 
of Art. Milwaukee. Wat Tues - 
Frt. 54. Sat. 114 
Excellent headphones-cost 
IS. sell for 120 Albums for 
sale-R and 12 KM all SMM6 
4 girls need apt or house close 
to campus spring qtr. Call 372- 
5431 or 372-74SS 
Newly    built    2    bedroom 
Apartments near university. 
Year lease starting June II. 
Completely   furnished   for   4 
students at HJ per student 
Phone 3JJ-7HI 
STABLE     HE'.P     wanted 
l 411. .'• k.4 S7«4» 
Brake" Pagaui needs You. 
Pkaa Delivery men Needed' 
ApaJyksaay 
CIRI-S: Earn generous 
comrofcaaona dernanatratasg 
Liaaaaselri wa provide tall 
traaang. Modaat Irmatmenl 
for fisalory. CaU Gary 
Taake altar « p.m   aVMlm 
Horton. Serman and 
Schroeder: Be-U-Ue-ful 
people in 31 I know this is 
late,     bat     thanks     far 
evervthlnal Carnw 
Chelcas! Qaasllaas? 
Feelings' Conflict' Coun- 
seling Center 32S Student 
Sercicaa 
Phi Dells: Jimmy the Greek 
says Tekes by » tonight 
IS Isidge Cornett m 4 apd. 
Bucket seats 4 stereo Call 
•»2I(2 
One bedroom furnished apt 
Available starting spring qtr. 
Call     354-4511     after    4 
FOR      SAIJ5      4      RENT 
SPECIAL TONIGHT! Veal 
Pamugiano II 25-5 p.m to 7 
p.m only-Prtti-s Ptaaa Pab 
Open    Mon-Sat     al    l:M 
For Sale: ISM Chery Com.. 
Blue. New While Top. John. 
3M-7SN 
WlS da t)iar« »■ ***** 
Rrliaklc esperlenced 
baawaHtrrv alanned acttrroea 
To My Ukewood Rugger 
Hugjter t Hope You Enjoyed 
Your First Hi. Wei 
Lave.     Hog 
REtXIHDS! Oktles' SJ.vSS ill 
Slack. Send I 35 for 2.00S 
Hating catalog Mail Orders 
Filled HE(X)KI) CENTER. 
MM W. JMh Cleve.. Ohio 
Record Tapes. 
For Sale: Fender Stratorasler 
guitar Good CondiUon. call 
Rob.      111-1114 
SUM available 3 4 I man 
apartments for immediate 
rental. 4SS Napoleon Rd. B4- 
1771 also taking deposits for 
summer rentals 1-4 man apk 
Pool 4 aa condiOoniag 
For Sale: White 1*7 MGB. 
atre wheels overdrive, con- 
vertible 39.00) miles CaU 354- 
H14 
F. roommate needed to share 
4-oedreem house Available 
Feb. 13. Ph. 3S4JM3 
BEYOND THE ORDINARY 
Custom Engagement Kings by 
PHILIP MORTON. Can- 
Ill W 
GB4 Needed For Apt spt and- 
or summer 351-7124 after I 
Girl    NEEDED!    Naw 
spring.    Winthrop Ter.   3 
7711 or 5754 
Apt. atk St. I male inhabit n 
One Female r-naite needed. 
Call        lll-llll 
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Apollo fever builds 
•from page V 
LAUNCH DAY. 
. The astronauts were to leave the 
Manned Space Operations Buildjng 
IMSOB) at 12:10 p.m., (or the drive to 
Pad 39A and their spacecraft. 
The press, at the NASA News Center 
in Cocoa Beach and the Pad S9 press site, 
were offered the chance to go to the 
MSOB to watch the astronauts board 
their van. 
"Astronaut Egress" read the signs in 
the windows of the shuttlebusses 
carrying us to the MSOB. Once there, a 
couple of hundred of us pushed, shoved 
and crowed as close as passible to see the 
40-foot walk astronauts Shepard, Roosa 
and Mitchell would take from the 
building to the van. 
A   FEW   MINUTES   LATE   and 
heralded by a NASA guard and a fireman 
(they were breathing pure oxygen which 
could explode if touched by a spark of 
flame), the three astronauts in their 
bright, white bulky spacesuits, quickly 
trod down the ramp from the building 
and    climbed    aboard    the    van. 
They waved; they smiled. We could 
see them through their goldfish bowl 
helmets, but they didn't pause a moment 
for photographers, or the handful of 
relatives gathered at MSOB's doorway. 
In leas than a minute they were on their 
way to their moonship, leaving the press 
far behind. 
By the time we reached the press site, 
about three and a half miles from Saturn 
S, the astronauts were in their command 
ship and the batch was being closed We 
watched on TV monitors. 
To the left of the press site was the 
VAB, towering above everything. 
Behind us were the traitors and semi- 
permanent buildings of the networks. We 
were In a grandstand, like at a 
fairground, but we had desk spaces In 
front of us. 
BEFORE US, perched on pipes 
driven into the ground, were several 
countdown clocks, three TV monitors and 
a platform for NASA presentations. 
Between the grandstand and   an Inlet 
of swamp water was a large open area 
rs«..w, J—. CUIII.,J 
where hundreds of photographers set up 
their cameras on tripods with lenses of 
every size. 
A scoreboard-eize countdown clock in 
that field emphasixed the Importance of 
time in space missions. What is im- 
portant is the time remaining before 
launch and the movement of things and 
events in that space of time. 
Everything of consequence was in- 
tegrated in some manner in the count- 
down. The motions of the moon, rotation 
of the earth, position of the sun and the 
cold front moving in from about SO miles 
away were major factors In the count 
The appointment was for 3:23 p.m., 
the first time when Apollo 14 could leave 
for the moon and get there when lighting 
conditions and the position of the planet 
were right. The moon was on time;tne 
moon is always on time 
BUT THE FRONT was late. 
As the hours remaining turned to 
minutes the sky began to darken. Black 
rain clouds were rolling in from the west, 
over the press site, and out to StA. That 
weather was expected to have passed 
through several hours earlier. 
NASA quickly dispatched in- 
strumented planes to check cloud 
heights, winds and electrical charges. 
At a press conference the day before 
launch, Walter Kaprian, KSC launch 
director, said, "We will not launch within 
5 statute miles of a thunderstorm, nor 
within 3 miles of its associated front. We 
will not launch through a cold front or 
squall line, series of clouds, we will not 
launch through middle cloud layers over 
6,000 feet, or greater in depth, and we will 
not launch through cumulus clouds with 
tops of 10,000 feet or higher." 
Launch at 3:23 would have sent Apollo 
14 through a cloud similar to the one that 
hit Apollo 12 with a lightening bolt and 
nearly aborted that flight. 
A HOLD of indefinite length was 
announced and the count stopped at T-8 
minutes, 2 seconds. Kapryan said, "If we 
had not had the Apollo 12 experience we 
would have launched on time." 
It became apparent that if this launch 
were to go the countdown would have to 
be synchronized with the weather as It 
passed through to put Apollo 14 through a 
"soft spot" in the clouds. 
Forty minutes, two seconds after the 
hold began, Jack King made an an- 
nouncement over the public address 
system. 
"This is Kennedy Launch Control. 
Mark, Te have resumed our countdown 
' TOWnus 8 minutes and counting on 
Apollo 14. We're still keeping a close eye 
on our weather conditions at this time but 
launch director Walter Kaprian has 
made the determination to resume the 
count." 
THE "SOFT SPOT" was to pass over 
the   pad   within   the   eight   minutes 
WBGU to air drug series 
By Marts McCrabb 
During February. WBGU- 
TV is taking part in a nation- 
wide program series dealing 
with drug use. 
Called-"The Turned-On 
Crisis", the series consists of 
eight nationally broadcasted 
pn tins and four locally- 
produced shows. 
The national programs, to 
be televised every Monday 
and Wednesday at 7 p.m., deal 
with the history of drugs, 
community problems, a 
nation-wide survey on drugs 
-and a program dealing with a 
return-to-reality problems of 
former users. 
Jerry Bird, the program 
coordinator for WBGU-TV, 
said that these programs do 
not take a pro or con attitude. 
"These shows are for in- 
formational purposes only. 
We feel that drug abuse in- 
formation   is   badly   needed 
here in Bowling Green," Bird 
said. 
The four local programs 
deal with the areas of local 
drug problems, the attempts 
to educate people about the 
drug situation, the 
rehabilitation ceiiteii in and 
around Bowling Green, and a 
program dealing with 
morality and legislation. 
These programs, which are 
broadcast live from various 
places around Bowling Green, 
will be hosted by Dr. James 
Guinan, of the University 
Counseling Center. 
"We are living in a drug- 
oriented culture and these 
programs are aimed at in- 
forming people about the 
culture they live In," Dr. 
Guinan said. 
The last of the local 
programs will be aired live 
from the Student Services 
Forum. It will deal with the 
moral and legislative aspects 
of the drug scene. 
For that program, WBGU- 
TV has invited the four 
Bowling Green Judges, the 
local state representatives 
and a member of the 
prosecutor's office. 
"What we really need is as 
many students as possible to 
show up at the local programs, 
not only to learn about the 
drug scene, but to contribute 
their experiences and feelings 
about the drug area," Bird 
added. 
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remaining in the count and Apollo 14 was 
to become the first launch to liftoff after 
the scheduled time. 
Applause rose from the reporters, 
even as they were drenched by rain- 
ahowers sweeping over the press site. 
The day before, we had visited the site 
of Alan Shepards 1961 blastoff and were 
surprised to find the launch control 
center in a bunker about ISO feet from the 
pad. Saturn 5's launch control was fully 3 
miles distant. 
Our NASA tour guide, T.L. Stanford 
explained, "The old concept was to build 
the blockhouse as close as possible and to 
fortify it...with the Saturn 5 the potential 
harm was so great it Just wasn't prac- 
tical. 
Saturn 5 has the potential explosive 
force of a million pounds of TNT. 
"We'll be coming up on the automatic 
sequence shortly. Mark, we have 1 
sequence start, the automatic sequence 
is coming up on 3-minutes, T-minus 3 
minutes and counting." 
THE 500 MEN of the Launch Control 
Center, adjacent to the VAB had been 
tremendously busy over the past 14 hours 
of final count, trying to keep the pace of 
check-outs, turning systems on and off in 
the proper sequence, heading off 
potential problems. 
At T-minus 3 minutes, the demands of 
speed, accuracy and timing were too 
great for any human being or team of 
humans to meet so the computer, the 
automatic sequencer, was put in control 
with men watching over It. 
When the rain at the press site began 
to let up, we rushed out from out shelters 
to get an unobstructed view of the rocket. 
It somehow seemed, after all, that the 
rocket was immovable. Saturn 5 ap- 
peared to be one-third of the way to the 
clouds already and it was still fuming on 
its distant pad. 
BUT THERE WAS an air of ex- 
pectation as times passing accelerated 
and we realized that three men and two 
spacecraft were waiting out there for a 
trip to the moon. 
"Forty seconds and counting. Alan 
Shepard reports that he's performing his 
final guidance alignment. Thirty 
seconds and counting. Stu Roosa just 
said, 'Thanks. It's been a good count.' 
Twenty-five seconds and counting. We 
are still GO. Twenty seconds-guidance 
alert. The guidance system now going 
internal." 
Jack King began his world-famous 
final IS second countdown, but at the 
press site we hardly listened as those 
seconds plunged by. 
At precisely 8.9 seconds before liftoff 
the computer triggered the final 
sequence of events, called ignition 
sequence start, culminating in the firing 
of Saturn S's first stage engines. 
We watched for it, and it came, though 
it seemed to come slowly. A short 
(maybe 50-footl stream of flame jetted 
through the base of the pad, then, a huge 
billowing cloud of orange fire. 
THE THRILLED CROWD cheered, 
but not a sound was heard from the pad, 
now engulfed In an orange fireball-the 
sound had to travel 3 miles. 
"Launch commit. Liftoff, we have 
liftoff on Apollo 14." The last words we 
heard from King. At last, 10 seconds 
after liftoff, with Saturn S better than 
halfway up the 410-feet of its launch 
tower, the sounds of ignition reached us. 
The cheering stopped as we listened to 
Apollo's voice. 
It sounded at first like a loud jet plane 
revving up Its engines for takeoff. But 
gradually it built to a roar, then to a 
torrent of explosive sounds painful to the 
ears, a clamor you would expect if you 
were Inside a drum with someone beating 
on it. 
The sound shook the earth beneath our 
feet, the grandstand rattled with the 
vibration and Saturn S was all that could 
be heard. 
SHE WAS RISING on a tail of orange 
fire that looked like lava from an erup- 
ting volcano, only freer, more alive. 
Below the orange flame of about 400 feet 
length, was a trail of exhaust glowing a 
bright clear blue, exactly the color of a 
gas jet from a laboratory burner. The 
blue trail stretched better than twice as 
long as the orange flames above it. 
Sound intensity had Just passed its 
peak as Apollo poked its nose Into and 
disappeared through the clouds, the 
flames lighting them a soft orange as 
they pursued. 
Abruptly the Saturn's roar disap- 
peared as completely as the rocket had in 
the clouds 4,000 feet ^bove the pad. We 
were, for a moment, stunned. 
Apollo Saturn 509 had been launched. 
As soon as her base passed the top of the 
launch tower the men in Kennedy's 
launch control center passed control of 
the flight to Houston. 
EVERYONE AT KSC watched the 
remainder of the launch on TV tran- 
smitted from a clear-sky position W 
miles distant. 
All we had to remind us of Saturn S's 
departure was the scorched launch pad 
in a deluge of water sprays, and silent 
vidio-tape replays of a half-dozen views 
of the launch, captured by remote 
cameras. 
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McCosh returns early 
By Fred H. Ortllp 
Assistant Sports Editor 
When the Falcons take the 
ice tonight against St. Clair 
College at the Ice Arena, the 
fans will notice something 
they haven't seen since Jan. *. 
Gordie McCosh, the team's 
leading scorer,who was 
slapped with a six-game 
suspension three weeks ago 
for "conduct unbecoming a 
hockey player at Bowling 
Green," will be back one 
game earlier than expected. 
And it might not be a minute 
too soon for the Birds who will 
take on a puzzling St. ('lair 
team. 
The Ajax, Ont., sophomore 
was granted a one-game 
reprieve by Coach Jack 
Vivian "for good behavior." 
The BG mentor doesn't hide 
that fact he's eager to see his 
big scoring threat back in the 
lineup. 
"I'm anxious to see how he 
does," mused Vivian. "He 
should give the team a real 
lift." 
The Falcons will be hosting 
a team that truly has had its 
ups and downs this season. St. 
(.'lair, under Coach Jack 
Costello, has established some 
kind of winning tradition in the 
past three seasons. They have 
an enviable 58-15-7 record to 
date and until this year had 
not lost a game in their 
Association for the last three 
campaigns. 
But things aren't going as 
planned this season. The 
Windsor, Ont., based club is 
sputtering along at a M pace 
and definitely not hitting on all 
cylinders. 
Of late, however, St. ('lair 
has shown signs of breaking 
out of their doldrums. For 
example: In the last three 
games (prior to last 
weekend's action), they've 
burnt the nets for 21 goals. 
Their blue-chip line of Del 
Hall, Jean Martin and Bill 
Bellaire had scored a total of 
25 points between them in a 
weekend series this season. In 
that series, Martin, who is the 
younger brother of the 
Chicago Black Hawks' Pip 
Martin, scored two hat-tricks. 
Hall, who has been trailed by 
the St. I "ins Blues, is the 
leading scorer with 15 goals, 
39 points. 
Furthermore, St. Clair has 
scored nine or more goals on 
seven different occasions this 
season. But in looking at the 
record, it's apparent they 
aren't as super as they sound. 
I- MI lii'i in the season they 
were dumped by Ohio State 9- 
2, and Ohio University also 
knocked them off twice, 4-2 
and 6-2. The Falcons have 
beaten both of these clubs 
soundly this year. 
But Vivian isn't taking this 
into consideration. "We're far 
from taking them lightly," he 
pointed out quickly. "They 
have great personnel and are 
starting to come. I just hope 
they don't gell in our game." 
The Falcon coach was 
recalling last when St. clair 
nipped the Birds 3-2 despite 
getting outshot something like 
50-15. "We had about a half 
dozen shots hit the goal post 
and a couple that hit the cross 
bar," reminisced Vivian. 
"That was Just when we really 
reeded a win too." 
Vivian feels his charges 
will have to stop that hot- 
shooting line of Hall-Martin- 
Bellarie, and he plans to 
employ his "blue" line-Mike 
Root, Mike Barley , Bob 
Watson-to put a halt to St. 
flair's wizz-bangs. The BG 
"blue" line hasn't allowed a 
goal in the last three games. 
McCosh should also help 
shut them out too," Vivian 
added. 
Displte all those offensive 
fireworks, St. Clair hasn't 
been a solid team. Their 
achilles heel seems to be 
defense and goal tending. Paul 
Chandler Is the number one 
man in the nets and he's 
averaging a healthy 4.18 goals 
per game. 
With this in mind, Vivian 
figures St. Clair can be ex- 
ploited pretty well, but he 
hopes it won't be a high 
scoring contest-for St. Clair 
anyway. "I'd like to see our 
goaltenders get their average 
down," he advised. Terry 
Miskolczi, who has played 
well all season, will be In goal 
for Bowling Green tonight. 
The Falcons, who will be 
looking to extend their four 
game win skein, may not have 
the services of second leading 
scorer Gerry Bradbury, who 
has had a touch of the flu. The 
first-year center hasn't 
practiced all week and Vivian 
is only keeping his fingers 
crossed. 
Following tonight's 7:30 
p.m. clash, BG will face 
Western Michigan Friday and 
Saturday before going on the 
road again. 
Bunts V Punts 
By Vin Mannix 
Assistant Sports F.dltor 
When the word "marathon" is used to describe some 
sporting occasion, you might think of a fall weekend in front 
of the tube with a broad, some Bud, the Bucks, and the 
Browns. 
Mention the word "marathon" to a Bowling Green 
trackster and he'll think about falling out of the sack at seven 
on Saturday morning for an all day track meet up at the 
University of Michigan, and not getting home till 12:30 that 
night 
The drag of an all day affair like this is the traveling and 
.seemingly endless period of time spent checking out the 
restaurants and hot shoppes in Ann Arbor between events, or 
sleeping in "Bo Schembechler's" carpeted locker room 
which most of the track people used for the meet. 
Between the preliminaries which ended about around 6:00 
p.in and the finals beginning at 7:15 that evening, the locker 
room was "Carpeted" with mostly snoozing bodies from 
Bowling Qrten, Wright State, Western Michigan, Michigan 
State 
The locker room's slumbersome atmosphere caused 
sprinter Kddie Watkins to remark,"Maan, looks like rigor 
mortis lias set in here," as he tip toed over and around 
recumbent runners. 
Kigor mortis had laid it on me so heavily in fact, that I 
missed tlie evening's first event, the shuttle hurdle relays in 
which a mostly rookie Bowling Green team took third behind 
a veteran Michigan State quartet, which was upset by sur- 
prising Michigan. 
The Falcons let by Chuck Mansell, the lone junior, and 
three freshmen, Dave Kondzich, Dave Fegley, and Joe 
Tobin, set a Bowling Green record of :31.3. 
I was looking forward to this event because I'd seen 
Michigan State's shuttle hurdle crew set the American In- 
door record of twenty eight something at their place last 
year 
You talk about crowd reaction? The waves of thunder that 
fieldhiHise crowd of only 5,000 raised, swept everyone up in 
the excitement as the winning Spartan hurdler flashed across 
the tape 
Marathons with the Browns and the Bucks can only take 
place in the fall, while those like the Michigan and Michigan 
State Relays, would be something of an ahletic "at- 
trackshun" if one could be set up here. 
On a track in the ice arena? Maybe. In a new Bowling 
Green field house-convocation center? Definitely. 
As far as the Bud and broads are concerned...Just BYO. 
Falcons put streak 
on line in Philly 
The Falcon basketball 
squad will try to shake off a 
throbbing four game losing 
streak tonight when they play 
St. Joseph College at a place 
called the Palestra around 9 
p.m. 
It will be a little like 
Christmas tournament time 
again with Bowling Green 
flying to Philadephia and 
playing the second game of a 
doubleneader. I.a Salle plays 
Loyola of New Orleans In the 
first game at 7:05. 
St. Joseph, La Salle. 
Temple, and Villanova play 
most of their home games at 
the Palestra, the home of the 
University of Pennsylvania, 
the fifth member of the Big 
Five and currently ranked 
about fifth in the country. 
St. Joe is not in the top 20 
with Penn, Ui Salle and 
Villanova but they do have a 
respectable 11-6 record in- 
cluding wins over Boston 
College, Davidson and a four 
point loss to Penn. 
Meanwhile, Bowling Green 
has been fading fast, just 
loping down loser's lane. Last 
Saturday night, they were the 
runway for Western 
Michigan's takeoff into league 
title contention, dropping their 
fourth out of six home con- 
tests.  On the road BG is 2-6. 
Optimism sprouted sud- 
denly Monday, with what 
Falcon head coach Bob 
Conibear called one of the best 
practices of the season. There 
was not all good news 
however, as the doctor ad- 
vised against taking 
sophomore forward Dalynn 
Badenhop     to     Philly. 
"HOLD IT just a minute fellows, how 'bout deciding who gets the 
ball before we run down the court," might bo what Falcon center 
Jim Connolly 1$ thinking as he picks himself up off the floor. The 
Falcons moot St. Joe in Philadelphia tonight. 
Badenhop practiced lightly 
yesterday and should be eager 
to play again at Oxford this 
weekend. 
Conibear named Lee 
Henson. and Tom Scott tc 
start at forwards along with 
the veteran trio of Jim Con- 
nally. Rich Walker and Bob 
Quayle. Henson scored 11 
points against Western, 
coming off the bench. 
Scouting reports show the 
Hawks starting a taller lineup 
than last year when the 
Falcons burned St. Joe's by 15. 
Redhead John Connolly who 
has gone up against Jim 
Connally the last two years, 
has been shifted to forward. 
That is because 6-8 center 
Mike Bantom has Joined the 
varsity and is currently the 
leading scorer. Another 
sophomore. Mike Moody has 
broken the starting lineup at 
guard adding great speed. 
Still another sophomore, 
Pat McFarland, is pouring in 
plenty of points from a for- 
ward spot, and senior Jack 
Snyder rounds out the starting 
five. 
"They're a real good 
basketball club and we'll be 
playing before a big, rabid 
crowd that make it very tough 
on any outside team coming 
into the Palestra," said 
Conibear. 
The Falcons are still 
seeking the most effective 
combination and the Hawks 
offer a good test for BG to 
sharpen up in time for the 
rematch with the Redskins 
Saturday. After reviewing the 
movies of the Western defeat, 
Conibear pointed to Bowling 
Green's inability to put the 
ball in the hoop as the glaring 
weakness. 
BG's rebounding game has 
been less than adequate too, 
with no player beside Connally 
averaging more than seven 
bounds a game. Improvement 
on defensing the fast break 
will also be necessary against 
the swift Hawks. 
More scoring punch must 
come from Quayle, Scott and 
Henson to compliment the 
steady double figure scoring 
of Connally and Walker. 
The Falcons were 
scheduled to depart from 
Toledo Airport at 8 a.m. today 
and arrive at Philadelphia at 
11 a.m. and then return to 
campus about 1 p.m. 
tomorrow. 
N.wapheto by N.ll Ols.n 
FALCON GOALIE Terry Miskolczi struggles to 
make a quick recovery after tossing the puck    lasf ^e^1*- Tin '«« will be in action tonight 
aside and into the control of a Guelph Gryphon    a»a,nsf st- Cl»,r College. 
f/ce man9 - Hal Greer 
NEW YORK (API - The 
Philadelphia 76ers' Ice Man 
pressed into the dressing room 
bench, jabbing his body with 
cologne and powder. Then 
someone mentioned his 20.000- 
point accomplishment in the 
National Basketball 
Association, and Hal Greer 
smiled. 
It was the first time 
someone had seen Hal smile 
since the yearbook picture 
was taken, 
"Yeah, it's easy to score 
20,000 points in the NBA," 
dead-panned Greer, perhaps 
the most underrated but 
surely the grimmest guard in 
the league "All you have to 
do is be around a long time 
and get a lot of shots." 
He was not being flippant, 
just modest-a trademark of his 
wonderful, 13-year pro career 
along with his frozen face 
mask. 
Greer hasn't gotten the 
headlines of, say, an Oscar 
Robertson, or a Jerry West. 
But there he was doing his 
great act again Saturday 
night, hitting the winning field 
goal to give the 76ers a heart- 
pinching 166-165 victory over 
New York. 
"To tell the truth," said 
Greer. "the field goal that 
beat the Knicks was more 
exciting to me than my 20.000 
th point. I knew sooner or 
later   I'd  get  the  20.000-but 
winning a game is much 
better." 
Greer landed in the elite 
career scoring group last 
Friday night when he poured 
in 21 points against Milwaukee 
in a losing cause. 
While Hilarious Hal goes 
about his work with cool 
tenacity, the fans get the 
grins. They've been laughing 
all the way to the arena since 
he joined the old Syracuse 
Nats out of Marshall 
University in the 1958-59 
season. 
He's averaged over 20 
points a game with the club 
that switched franchises in 
1963, played on a title-winner 
at   Philadelphia   and   per- 
Marquette strengthens 
grasp on first place 
Marquette's streaking 
Warriors continued to hold 
forth as the nation's top- 
ranked college basketball 
power this weekend while 
unbeaten Southern California 
displaced defending champion 
UCLA in the runnerup spot. 
Marquette, which stret- 
ched its winning string to 28 
last week with a pair of vic- 
tories, topped The Associated 
Press poll with 18 of the 33 first 
place votes cast by a 
nationwide panel of sport- 
swriters and sportscasters, 
and a total of 610 points. 
The Warriors. 164 this 
season after drubbing Nor- 
thern Michigan 106-57 and 
Chicago Loyola 87-52, grabbed 
the top spot from UCLA a 
week ago after Notre Dame 
handed the Bruins their first 
loss. 
This week, UCLA slipped 
from second to third, ex- 
changing places withSouthem 
Cal, which trimmed Illinois 81- 
68 and Chicago Loyola 97-73 
for a 16-0 mark. 
USC received eight first 
place votes, to seven for 
UCLA, and the Trojans had a 
584-558 point edge over the 15-1 
Bruins, who downed 
California-Santa Barbara 74- 
61 in their only start last week. 
The Los Angeles arch 
rivals collide Saturday at 
Southern Cal. 
Pennsylvania, also un- 
beaten in 16 starts after a 66-62 
overtime nod over Princeton; 
Kansas, 14-1 following a 95-72 
romp over Iowa State; and 
Jacksonville, which beat 
South Alabama 91-76 and 
Florida State 83-65 for a 14-2 
mark, remained fourth, fifth 
and sixth in the rankings. 
South Carolina, 11-3 moved 
up from 10th to seventh, 
Kentucky, 13-3, from 11th to 
eighth, Western Kentucky, 14- 
3, from 12th to ninth and 
LaSalle. 14-1. from 14th to 
10th. Hardest hit in the 
reshuffling of positions was 
Notre Dame, 10-5 after bowing 
to Illinois 69-65 in overtime 
last Saturday night, which fell 
from No. 7 to No. 12 
Here are the lop 101 ollege 
basketball teams with first 
place votes and total points on 
a 20-19-16-14-12-1C-9 etc. basis: 
1. Marquette   (18) 619 
2. Southern Cal   Iti 584 
3. UCLA   (7) 558 
4. Penn 458 
5. Kansas 393 
6. Jacksonville 321 
7. South Carolina 210 
8. Kentucky 189 
9. Western Kentucky 153 
10. LaSalle 132 
formed in 11 All-Star matches. 
But the spring-footed. 34- 
year-old who made the jump 
shot from the key a classic, 
doesn't find it hard to get 
fired-up after all those long 
season. 
"That's the job of a pro. to , 
stay up." he says, his Jaw a 
tight, crisp line. "And 
sometimes, the team you're 
playing with helps you stay 
high-a good team like the 
Knicks. for instance." 
■ ' 
Miami Tickets 
Reserved seat 
(ickets for the Miami- 
low I ing Green 
basketball game 
Saturday afternoon at 
1:30 p.m. in Oxford are 
available in the 
Memorial Hall ticket 
office through-Friday. 
Student tickets for 
weekend hockey with 
Western Michigan may 
also be purchased at the 
Memorial Hall location, 
through Friday. 
I 
: , 
ANGEL FLIGHT 
INFORMATION 
NIGHT 
7:00p.«. Si.-.y Fen. 7 
210 Met! Science lid.. 
Onee To Fresn & Seen. 2.4 Awn.. 
SEX IS YOUR BUSINESS 
IIIHTH  CONTROL  IS OURS) 
We believe you're rntitied to your privacy atari it camu to buying 
contraceptives. We're ■ nonprofit family planning agency and we 
offer you contraceptive* through the privacy of the mails. We 
speciaiue in men's product* (including two new European im- 
ports!— but we turn nonprescription foam for women, too. And a 
wide assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your Questions 
on birth control, family planning, the population problem and 
ecology. Interested? Send S4 tor package of mixed samples 0 each of 
five eoroom brands, including both British imports) or write 
for full details 
T»*i see*!*" le ■menu »» t»e CaanwaeUp ■>< r.nuh, j^t* 
cm. 1 sue OMMntrii •/ oun 
I  POPULATION aiavicas. site. lea N. reeaathis BL. Deps as       . Chapel mil. N. c. nin [ G.nu.m«i   Phase sane me 
I encloiad 
Nan 
— Sample peckaee ireaaMeaee 
Pen details wlw.1.1 eellaattt,. 
4 EUCHRE TUES, FIB 9 7:30 P.M.    25* Alumni Room BUNG A PARTNER 
TIL VALtNTINt'S DAY 
Any   RED   Garment 
Dry  Cleaned  FREE 
Whan accompanied by 
a like garment at reg. 
price. 
Sorry, no cranberry., 
pink or plaid, just 
RED. 
Example - Red dress 
or coat cleaned free 
with a dress or 
coat of any other 
color. 
jp^     jffcWr/wr'Dr, Cleeeeaj  | 
